Greetings DFW Team Members:

The 2023 hangtags are now available. Please stop by the Controller Services office, located across from gate C2 (behind the Yandry conference room). There are important items to note to obtain your hangtag:

- The Controller Services hours are 9am – 4pm, Monday – Friday.
  - We do plan to provide coverage for team members who work weekends and 3rd shifts. More information to come.

- This year we will have resources located at the TSC (Team Support Center – across from C11 near 7-11) and at the Manning office (below C2 - ramp level). At this time, our hours at these locations will be from 10am – 2pm. Based on interest level, we will adjust resources and hours accordingly.

- Please bring your AA ID, along with your vehicle plate information.

- If you’d like another team member to pick-up your hang tag, please use your AA email and send a note to DFW.Parking@aa.com with the afore mentioned information (emp # and vehicle plate) and you must include the individual that will be picking up the hangtag.

- Terminal parkers will not receive permanent hangtags. We will issue temporary hangtags for when the need arises. More information to come.